
Change the way  
you work

Key features

 Access key Liquent InSight® capabilities 
directly within Microsoft Office

 Initiate submission workflows

 Create or update sequences and references

 Easily attach the target email and related 
attachments to the workflow

 Automatically generate email notifications 
to keep interested parties updated on 
submission progress

 Smart AI provides pre-population of data 
fields based on email content

LIQUENT INSIGHT® FOR OFFICE 365

Parexel and Microsoft together are delivering 
exciting new capabilities for Liquent InSight® 
Regulatory Information Management (RIM) that will 
change the way you work. It’s more than just a new 
feature - we have looked at the human factors of 
everyday regulatory operations tasks and workflows, 
and are introducing an entirely new way to interact 
with Liquent InSight. 

The power of Liquent InSight surfaced within 
Microsoft Office 365 elevates your productivity, 
utilizing machine learning and automation to simplify 
everyday tasks by bringing InSight functionality into 
the tools where you already work. 

Liquent InSight for Office 365
Making the complex simple

Through automation and workflow - getting the 
right information and documents recorded in the 
right place - we take the compliance burden off the 
user to help ensure the process is done the right 
way every time. This eliminates multiple touchpoints 
and the back-and-forth emails and phone calls that 
are often needed to confirm everything is in the 
right place.
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Improve compliance

By notifying you when a message from a regulatory 
authority is recieved, and facilitating the collection 
of required information without ever leaving 
in Outlook, we help you adhere to compliance 
requirement effortlessly. 

Better user experience

By surfacing regulatory workflow directly in the 
tools with which you’re already comfortable, Liquent 
InSight® for Office 365 is a huge leap forward for 
the casual user who does not live their lives in the 
RIM system every day.

Our technology partnerships are part of our commitment to, and passion for, innovation

Liquent InSight for Office 365 runs on the Perceptive® Cloud, offered by Parexel in alliance with Microsoft 
- indicitave of our longstanding and ongoing drive towards innovation. Built on Microsoft Azure, an open, 
enterprise-grade, secure cloud computing platform, Perceptive Cloud brings together Parexel’s global 
biopharmaceutical expertice with Microsoft, the world’s largest software company. This world-class cloud 
architecture is designed to deliver cost-effective innovation while safeguarding sensitive information, and 
ensuring that data are properly managed and protected in a dedicated, private environment.
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FDA Regulatory response concerning NDA 451009
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To whom it may concern,

Following a comprehensive review of your sequence 0001 for NDA 451009 for the United States FDA,
product Liquentamycin Forte 5 mg Tablet, LQNT-PR5, we have identified the following queries to which
you must respond with appropriate resolution steps within 45 days.

       1. Absence of a Risk Management Plan: A risk mitigation strategy and analysis of potential
           patient risks must be in place to support your product. This was a result of concerns for patient
           safety.
       2. Insufficient Clinical Evidence for Safety in Children: Similar products have demonstrable safety
           issues in minors below the age of 12. Pediatric modeling informtion must be provided to
           ascertain the safety for use in children.
       3. Requirement for additional assays for Liquentamycin: The current testing results for active
           ingredient purity are incomplete. These should include the following testing regiments:
           Dissolution, ID, CU, and WV.

You may consult the attached analyses documents for additional information. Furthermore, you may
contact your FDA liaison officer within 10 days for additional clairification of the information provided
within this communication.

Sincerely,

Sy N. Tifique, M.D.
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